
Sleep to get promoted 
While more and more companies are going global, the clocks tick faster thanks to the internet, and the 
battle for a good night’s rest never seems to end.  

 As the world changes before our eyes, so does the corporate culture, and an interesting truth emerges: 
companies are not running on the hard work of their leaders but the visions and decisions of their 
executives. 

Although you may hear your boss complain about the zzz’s, he failed to get, stats paint a different 
picture: senior executives sleep more than anyone else. 

 

Sleep to lead 

 

“Sleep has always been foundational for my performance. When I sleep less, I perform less,” Cees ’t 
Hart, president and CEO of Carlsberg Group. 

To decode the secrets of professional success, the researchers assessed 35 000 leaders and interviewed 
250 more. They found that “the more senior a person’s role is, the more sleep they get.”  

These CEO’s recognized the value of slumber for organizational skills, mental clarity, and performance. 
All of them rely on shuteye to dream big during the night and innovate during the day.  



They hired diligent middle managers to put their plans into action with the support of their teams. They 
also climbed the ladder gradually, sleeping enough throughout their career, taking the perils of burnout 
seriously.  

 

ZZZ’s = Goals 

 

Want to nail that next project and move up? Enhance your perception. The fiercest in the field 

know that sleep is instrumental to every critical decision.  

Researchers found that sleep-deprived people were unable to read the facial expressions of 

others around them. This simple fact might explain why that promotion keeps getting away. If 

you can’t see what’s right in front of you, how would you know whether you are moving in the 

right direction? 

To aim for the highest in a clever, timely manner, sleep like you have all the time of the world 

because you do! Zzz’s sharpen your focus and make you more insightful.  

Rest fuels your performance by helping you tackle unexpected challenges, solve problems 

creatively, and keep you chill when you feel the heat-all things necessary for crushing your 

goals.  

 



Naps against burnout  

 

“I believe excellence is being able to perform at a high level over and over,” Shawn Corey Carter (Jay Z). 

As we’ve all learned by now, going on that next level is never easy; it is always a struggle. Endurance is 
the virtue of the greatest but is powered by none other than a sound sleep.  

While every board member will tell you that proper nighttime rest is a must for full alertness and 
efficient execution, doctors recommend napping to protect against long hours at the office. Afternoon 
drowse restores your energy, helps you think faster, be more upbeat, learn quickly, and solve problems 
in the most productive fashion.  

Knowing when to let go is vital to effective leadership. Adress the problems at their core and start with 
taking a break. Use naps when you feel overwhelmed as they proved to balance emotions and freshen 
up perspective. Recharge when low on energy to keep your engine running and your system from 
crashing. Sleep fosters resilience necessary to get to the top, and once there it will help hold your spot 
and keep the winds in your sails.  

 


